Gene Regulation Gene Regulation

Activators increase gene production Activators increase gene production
Negative
Negative autoregulation autoregulation is a hugely is a hugely statistically significant pattern statistically significant pattern A protein with negative A protein with negative autoregulation autoregulation is is a recurring pattern with a defined function a recurring pattern with a defined function
Network motifs
Subgraphs which occur in the real network significantly more than in a suitable random ensemble of networks. The order of gene expression matches the order of the pathway 
3-node subgraph
Basic terminology
Gene regulation networks can be simplified Gene regulation networks can be simplified in terms of recurring building blocks in terms of recurring building blocks
Efficient detection of larger motifs?
• The presented motif detection algorithm is exponential in the number of nodes of the motif. • More efficient algorithms are needed to look for larger motifs in higher-order organism that have much larger generegulatory networks. 
